Implementation of weather radar precipitation estimates into hydrology, especially urban hydrology practice in Poland, requires the introduction of more precise radar reflectivity versus rain rate (Z-R) relationships accounting for drop size distribution (DSD) specific for different precipitation phases. We explored the development of precipitation type dependent Z-R relationship on the basis of approximately two years of DSD recordings at high temporal resolution of ten seconds. We divided the recorded data into four separate precipitation-type groups: rain, snow, rain-with-snow, and hail. The Z-R relationships for rain and rainwith-snow showed a strong resemblance to the well-known MarshallPalmer Z-R power-type relationship for rain. In the case of snowfall, we found that both the multiplication factor and the exponent coefficients in the Z-R formula have smaller values than for rain. In contrast, for hail precipitation these parameters are higher than for rain, especially the multiplication factor.
INTRODUCTION
The advantage of radar technique application for precipitation monitoring comes from its fast measurements over large areas with high temporal and spatial resolution, thus satisfying most of the current operational hydrology needs. However, rainfall sampling with analogous spatial resolution with the application of rain gauge networks remains practically impossible, as could be illustrated by the Polish weather radar network, POLRAD. For example, based on estimates presented by Bringi and Chandrasekar (2001) , deploying a single gauge for each spatial sample of any POLRAD C-band radar (1 km resolution in range and one-degree resolution in azimuth) would require 90 000 gauges over a circular domain with 250 km radius. While these numbers represent an exaggeration, they make it clear that the complications involved with installing a large number of instruments at high spatial density, especially in urban environments, combined with the difficulty of developing effective transmission networks and centralized systems allowing for the online gauge systems' receiving and processing of data, renders the project infeasible. In contrast, radar measurements are sent to a central location at the speed of light by "natural networks" (Bringi and Chandrasekar 2001) . The available radar products from the POLRAD system most often employed by the hydrological community í the Constant Altitude Plan Position Indicator (CAPPI) or Surface Rainfall Intensity (SRI) í cover most of Poland. Their real spatial resolution depends on technical parameters of the radar systems such as beam width and pulse length, scanning strategy, and distance to radar. Regardless, in case of majority of Poland's biggest cities located in close vicinity up to about 100 km from POLRAD radars, CAPPI and SRI resolution is equal to 1 km 2 . This is also the case for Warsaw, wherein for comparison the densest nationwide network of 25 gauges covers some 520 km 2 area of the city and provides much sparser information on precipitation spatial distribution, limiting the coverage to one instrument per 21 km 2 . While not the focus on this paper, we cannot ignore the associated concerns about the accuracy of radar measurements, as recently reviewed by Villarini and Krajewski (2010) , among others. Some approaches for the quantitative uncertainty characterization of radar-based precipitation include a quality index scheme designed to evaluate the quality of different radarderived rainfall products, including processed radar data and precipitation accumulations developed by Szturc et al. (2011) for the POLRAD system. This paper focuses only on possible improvements of final radar-derived precipitation estimates due to the introduction of precipitation-type specific radar reflectivity-precipitation relationships for the local conditions of Warsaw, Poland. These relationships, known as Z-R relationships, are in fact empirical formulas of fundamental importance from the perspective of weather radar implementation in hydrology. They are also known to be strongly time dependent as a result of Drop Size Distribution (DSD) fluctuations in time, driven by precipitation phase changes (rain, snow, rain-withsnow, hail, or graupel) and additionally modified by changing intensities and types of precipitation (convective or non-convective). Lee and Zawadzki (2005) argued that "the variety of physical processes leading to variability of DSDs is a key limitation in radar rainfall estimation".
Until recently, accounting for time-dependence DSDs of hydrometeors and thus adjusting precipitation-phase-dependent Z-R relationships was impossible in operational use of weather radars. Derived originally by Marshall et al. (1947) and Marshall and Palmer (1948) , the common approach used to determine Z-R relationships, especially for summer periods dominated by rain-type precipitation, does not correlate well with the radar-derived precipitation measurements of temporal readings of nearby gauges. However, for longer time periods much better agreement between radar-and gaugerecorded precipitation totals is observed. Moreover, as also observed in the case of the Warsaw precipitation field by Jakubiak et al. (2014) , the radarestimated and gauge-recorded 15-minute rainfall intensities proved to have similar statistical distributions for reasonably long time periods. However, the existence of only statistical agreement between gauge-readings and radar-estimates at sub-hourly time scales reduced the potential usability of radar in hydrology, especially in urban hydrology.
This issue could, however, be at least partially solved today by the introduction of modern disdrometers allowing for on-line recording of DSDs and thus on-line adjustment of Z-R relationships, and by widespread use of new generation dual-polarization radars. The advent of dual-polarization radars resulted in significantly higher accuracies in the estimates of hydrometeor types and, in some cases, even hydrometeor amounts. Bringi and Chandrasekar (2001) uncovered useful information about hydrometeors in the covariance matrix measurements of dual-polarization radars. They achieved hydrometeor classification by radar data processing which implemented some relatively simple empirical algorithms and some more advanced fuzzy logic methods. However, we admit that operational surface precipitation type (SPT) classification systems solely based on dual-polarization radars signals are rather a goal than an already accomplished task by the radar community. Recent developments at SPT systems are driven by the need for reliable data concerning the possible presence of snow or ice for road authorities and not so much by the idea of more precise hydrometeortype dependent Z-R relationships. In addition, the mentioned SPT systems are coupling signals not only from radars but also from additional sources such as ground sensors, weather prediction models, or combinations of both (see, e.g., Bech et al. 2014 , Gill et al. 2012 , Gjertsen and Ødegaard 2005 . Finally, the accuracy of the SPT systems is still far from adequate. As it was observed by Gjertsen and Ødegaard (2005) , the relative frequency of correct prediction of rain based on HRLAM (High Resolution Limited Area Model) numerical prediction model with adjustment to actual topography reached 86%, whereas low hit rates were found for sleet predictions for all SPT models. Nonetheless, in view of increasing widespread use of radar precipitation estimates, the efforts in estimation of precipitation-phase-dependent Z-R relationships should be undertaken in parallel to the SPT systems improvement.
Currently, the POLRAD system uses modern dual-polarization radars. At selected locations, new Meteor 1600C radars replaced the old generation single-polarization Gematronik Meteor 360AC radars. Given the current and future needs of urban hydrology users, and given the increased interest in the installation of local X-band radars, the use of dual-polarization radars would further increase the interest in radar rainfall precise estimation based on more reliable precipitation-type adjusted Z-R relationships. This study, then, will focus on the development of precipitation-type specific radar reflectivity-rain rate relationships for the local conditions of Warsaw, Poland. We used laser disdrometer records from relatively short period of about two years and provide insight into the contribution of different precipitation phases into total precipitation duration time and amount.
MATERIAL AND METHODS
For this study, we employed reflectivity and precipitation time series collected by an OTT Parsivel 2 laser disdrometer. We recorded these time series with a temporal resolution of 10 s using the instrument installed on roof of the Warsaw University, Institute of Geophysics' building in Warsaw, Poland (Fig. 1) . We used recordings of precipitations for an approximately two-year period, beginning 13 December 2012 through 30 November 2014. Earlier, Licznar and Siekanowicz-Grochowina (2015) used a single-year portion (2013) of this series, to develop a general Z-R relationship for Warsaw.
The OTT Parsivel 2 disdrometer belongs to the group of the most popular single laser beam optical instruments that allow for on-line recording of DSD. The receiver mounted on the opposite arm of the Y-shaped mast records changes in the voltage created when hydrometeors cross the laser beam ( Fig. 1, right panel) . In the absence of precipitation and any falling hydrometeors, the maximum voltage is output at the receiver. Hydrometeors passing through the laser beam block off a portion of the beam proportional to their diameter. This results in a proportional decrease in the receiver output voltage that is then used in calculating the hydrometeors' sizes. Single hydrome- We further processed DSD using the Parsivel 2 built-in processor, leading to calculation parameters characterizing precipitation. Among these are precipitation rate and radar-reflectivity, which are statistical moments of DSD, of the order of 3 and 6, respectively. For a unit volume of one cubic meter, these moments are defined as follows:
where R is rain rate [mm·h -1 ], Z is radar-reflectivity [mm 6 ·m -3 ], D i is diameter of the i-th particle [mm] , N i is the number of particles, and V t is the drop terminal velocity [cm·s -1 ] . Keeping in mind the fact that Parsivel 2 is a single-beam laser instrument and due to already discussed technique of hydrometeors' sizing, diameter estimates used in Eqs. 1 and 2 should be identified with horizontal diameter of hydrometeors. Nonetheless, the possible errors induced by the use of horizontal diameter values instead of volumetric dia-meter values are concealed by the numerical implementation of Eqs. 1 and 2 by the device built-in processor. Note that integral calculations are performed for DSD ranges but not for single hydrometeors.
In fact, radar-reflectivity, as derived from Eq. 2, is not saved in Parsivel reports in original units but in logarithmic scale of decibels. In general, in weather radar technology, recording of reflectivity at original units of mm 6 ·m -3 is not used due to the wide dynamic range of its values and their tendency to be error prone. Instead, a logarithmic dBZ scale is found to be more useful: 
The Parsivel 2 built-in processor also uses recorded DSDs for the identification of measurement intervals of precipitation and for their classification to one of the eight precipitation types, as shown in Table 1 . This classification precedes the calculation of precipitation rate values, as some precipitation-type dependent corrections are introduced in calculated equivalent rain rates. These corrections are only declared and not disclosed in detail by the manufacturer (OTT 2015) . The necessity of such correction terms is obvious. As Licznar (2009) observed, in the previous version of the instrument (Parsivel 1), precipitations recorded by disdrometer were typically characterized by higher rates in comparison to electronic weighing gauge readings, especially in the case of rain-with-snow precipitation.
For the purpose of this study, we classified the original eight categories of precipitation types recorded by the OTT Parsivel 2 disdrometer (as seen in Table 1 ) into four general precipitation-type groups named as: rain, rainwith-snow (or sleet), snow, and hail. This observational set generalization allowed us to analyze some precipitation types such as snow grains that are too rare to be analyzed independently in current (rather short length) precipitation time series. We also distinguished between some very similar forms of hydrometeors that would not be identified by the dual polarization radars' operational use. We believe, however, that a more detailed analysis of all eight precipitation phases would be feasible for a longer disdrometer series.
We divided the total set of accessible Z and R pairs recorded by the Parsivel into four separate subsets, each covering a separate precipitation type. For every subset, we fitted Z-R relationships according to the most widely implemented power-type function:
We performed an estimation of a and b parameters in Eq. 4 at logarithmic scales of Z and R. We simplified the fitted power-type functions to linear form: 
We worked with logarithmic scales since the analyzed sets did not have uniform distributions and were dominated by small or moderate values. Additional aspects of our choice are discussed in Ciach and Krajewski (1999) .
In view of Eq. 5 we also used logarithmic dBR scale in case of rainfall rate, defined similarly to Eq. 3: 
Finally, we derived the results of precipitation-phase dependent a and b parameters together with their 95% confidence intervals. We compared the obtained parameter values with analyzed precipitation types and discussed our findings with reference to the available literature.
Given the material and methods presented above, we would like to note four important limitations of the conceptual and practical aspects of our study. First, we did not have access to other sources of additional information, e.g., weighing rain gauge time series, radar scans or local synoptic station records. Because of this, we were not able to verify the quality of our data, i.e., to verify the measured reflectivity and precipitation rate values, and examine the relevance of SPT classification of hydrometeors by the disdrometer. Second, since series of Z and R are calculated from the same DSDs, we might except a prior strong correlation of regressive formulas. Third, we worked only with the calculated radar reflectivity values based on DSD, that are not fully equivalent to the simultaneous measurements of radar. Instead of the radar reflectivity, reflectivity factor is the really measured quantity by radar, which depends upon many other factors as radar frequency, polarization, etc. Fourth, lacking synoptic information, we mixed in our precipitation-type dependent Z-R datasets, observations belonging to various types of precipitation systems. Note that, as discussed in detail by Ochou et al. (2011) , convective and stratiform precipitation systems could be characterized by diverse Z-R relationships. Thus, we do not recommend direct and indiscriminate implementation of our results into POLRAD system precipitation processing. Despite these shortcomings, we believe our work should be considered as a first step into improvement of radar based precipitation products accessible for urban hydrology in Warsaw and further, more advanced DSD studies, as conducted by Ochou et al. (2011) for old-type Joss Waldvogel RD-69 disdrometer series.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We found that the total duration time of precipitations of all types was equal to 7.1% of the total duration time of the analyzed precipitation time series. This means that for 92% of the time series, precipitation intermittency was observed. This remains in agreement with earlier observations reported by in which the probability of zero rainfall intervals at the observational series originating from Warsaw gauges was about 94%. Small differences in those values could be explained by differences in analyzed years and the resolution of series analysis. Figure 2 shows the share of different precipitation types in total recorded precipitation time and in total precipitation; rain dominates, delivering 75% of its total in Warsaw. Rain-withsnow and hail types are much less frequent and contribute only marginally to the precipitation totals. Table 2 summarizes the basic statistical parameters of analyzed Z-R subsets for different precipitation-type groups. On the basis of these data, we observed distinctive high values of reflectivity ranges for hail, associated with extremely high precipitation rates, exceeding even 140 mmh -1 . We also observed high precipitation rates in the case of rain, but the maximum is still about 20 mmh -1 less than for hail. Snow and rain-with-snow precipitation rates and reflectivities on average are not far from the rainfall average rate but their maximum values are at least twofold smaller. Regardless of that, maximum radar reflectivities in all subsets, except hail, do not exceed 56.8 dBZ. Note that for radar rain rate estimation in the operational use of Marshall-Palmer Z-R relationships or the similar type of equation specific for WSR-88D radars, the maximum Z is usually truncated at 55 dBZ, to avoid hail contamination (Bringi and Chandrasekar 2001) . Analyzing the data in Table 2 we should remember that indicated statistics are retrieved from statistical populations of 10-second recordings. If so, the expected range of min-max values could clearly extend beyond ranges of precipitation rates and reflectivity factors recorded by radars and averaged usually for longer scanning times of about 10 min. This could, at least to some extent, explain rare but still unexpectedly high values of R and Z recordings for snow (maximum equal to 62.8 mmh -1 and 56.8 dBZ, respectively) or very small reflectivity readings for rain with minimum of -10 dBZ. We also believe that the reported singularities may result, firstly, from disdrometer errors related to the precision of real hydrometers sizing for very small as well as very big irregular particles and, secondly, from precipitation type misclassification by the instrument. For sure, single beam laser disdrometer is not a perfect SPT classification system. Figures 3-6 show precipitation-type dependent Z-R relationships; their fit parameters according to Eqs. 4 and 5 are summarized in Table 3 . In all four cases, developed relationships were characterized by high correlation values, with R 2 at the range from 0.88 to 0.92, and small root mean square error values. We found that the rain-type subset í the most numerous í had the highest correlation values, with the number of Z-R pairs equal to 277 773 (Table 2) . Nevertheless, for a 3 orders less numerous hail precipitation subset, the correlation coefficient remained at a fairly high level and the 95% confidence intervals shown in Fig. 6 were narrow. Even narrower 95% intervals were found for other subsets and, in the case of rain-and-snow relationships, they were masked at the scales shown in Figs. 3 and 4 .
As expected, reflectivity-rain rate Z-R relationship values for rain were very close to the well-known values of a = 200 and b = 8/5, as originally Fig. 3 . Z-R functional relationships for Warsaw, developed for rain precipitation based on laser disdrometer records. Local density of often overlapped experimental point is shown as color map with isolines. This fitted linear model is plotted as a solid line and its 95% confidence intervals are not visible at the scale of the figure. published by Marshall et al. (1947) and Marshall and Palmer (1948) . Because the rain-type precipitation dominated the whole data set with respect to both the total duration time and precipitation total, it was also not surprising that the Z-R relationship parameters in Table 3 were not far from the parameters (a = 155.1 and b = 1.528) found by Licznar and SiekanowiczGrochowina (2015) for the 2013 year-long precipitation series from Warsaw. Similarly, the Z-R relationship for rain-with-snow for Warsaw was very close to the rain-specific equation. This could be explained by the close proximity of both precipitation-type groups with respect to recorded DSDs. As stressed by Gjertsen and Ødegaard (2005) , there is no definition for sleet in terms of mixing ratio and the low hit ratio for this class is observed in SPT systems in general.
Moving from the rain data and rain-with-snow subsets to the purely snow subset, we observed a sharp decrease of both a and b parameters, up to 106.6 and 1.436, respectively. We predicted this sharp change in a and b pa- Fig. 4 . Z-R functional relationships for Warsaw, developed for snow precipitation based on laser disdrometer records. Local density of often overlapped experimental point is shown as color map with isolines. This fitted linear model is plotted as solid line and its 95% confidence intervals are not visible at the scale of the figure. rameters given that Eq. 2 reflectivity is most sensitive to drop diameter. Any change in drop diameter or more precisely substitution of raindrops by bigger sized snowflakes would increase the reflectivity. Nevertheless, the values provided in Table 3 are difficult to compare directly with other results, even from climates fairly close to central Poland, since no Z-R relationships have been published for the central European region. In the USA, according to FCM-H11B-2005, a mean Z-R relationship for snow is suggested to have a = 200 and b = 2 values, whereas R is considered to be an equivalent rain rate. In the same publication, however, it also acknowledged that the best Z-R relationship depends significantly on geographic location, and WSR-88D (Weather Surveillance Radar -1988 rain (West). Vasiloff (2002) recommends that the application of the last pair of parameters be used everywhere with additional corrections for mountains and valleys within an approximately 100 km of the radar. However, owing to the significant differences between continental US climates and European temperate climates, results from Warsaw would more likely align with the values in Cyr's study (Cyr 2014) . Based on Parsivel disdrometer data, Cyr estimated a and b parameters to be equal to 152.1 and 1.552, respectively, for stratiform class snow precipitations. In the case of a Warsaw-specific Z-R relationship for snow, the a parameter would be similar to the range of US-based relations, whereas its b parameter is much smaller and thus closer to the value found in Norway. From a theoretical microphysics perspective, the value of b equal to 1.552 as reported by Cyr (2014) for snow should rather be associated with rain. Dotzek and Beheng (2001) found the b parameter to be around 1.55 r 0.05 in the case of rain-dominated precipitation, when the drops' fall speeds are proportional to the root square of their di- ameters, which obviously could not be expected for snow. Indeed, for rain and rain-with-snow precipitation types, the b parameter estimates from Warsaw (Table 3 ) matched exactly the theoretical values postulated by Dotzek and Beheng (2001) . Note that not only the rain and rain-with-snow but also the snow and hail b parameters reported in Table 3 were at the expected range of this parameter from b = 7/4 to b = 7/5, as suggested by Dotzek and Beheng (2001) .
The most prominent departure from Marshall's and Palmer's (1948) postulated Z-R relationship was noticed for hail precipitation. Both a and b parameters had the highest values among all four precipitation-type groups. Parameter a was more than twice as large for hail as for rain and almost six times larger than the snow-type Z-R relationship. At the same time, hail's value was characterized by the widest 95% confidence range, from 460 to 714. However, this parameter was far from the ROC recommended Z-R relationship for hail with a parameter estimated to be as high as 8400. Differ-ences could be attributed to the contrast in precipitation conditions between Poland and, for example, the central plains of the USA. Evidently, the parameters derived for hail in Warsaw were much closer to the values of a and b equal to 500 and 1.5, respectively, and postulated by Joss et al. (1970) for convective thunderstorms.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The continuous precipitation monitoring in Warsaw by means of the Parsivel 2 disdrometer at high temporal resolution of 10-seconds allowed us to obtain DSD sets representative of general precipitation types, as well as their derivatives in the form of radar reflectivity Z and rain rate R values. Based on these approximately two-year long disdrometer recordings, we assessed the share of different types of precipitation in total precipitation duration time and we estimated their contribution to the overall precipitation total. We derived empirical relationships between radar reflectivity Z and rain rate R for four different precipitation type groups: rain, rain-with-snow, snow, and hail. Based on these results and their analysis, we formulated the following conclusions:
The local precipitation process in Warsaw is clearly dominated by rain. The share of snow precipitation duration time and its contribution to overall precipitation total is about three times smaller in comparison to rain. The similar share of time and contribution to the overall precipitation duration time and total in the case of other precipitation types is at the range of 1 or 2% percent of even less. As expected a priori for dependent experimental series calculated from DSDs, for all precipitation types, we observed a very good correlation between radar reflectivity Z and rain rate R. The relationship between both parameters was effectively modelled by the exponential function. The Z-R relationship parameters were easily estimated using logarithmic regression and they are in the range of theoretically postulated values. The Z-R relationships for rain and rain-with-snow are showing a strong resemblance to each other. They are also close to the well-known Z-R relationships for rain, originally introduced by Marshall and Palmer (1948) . The observed resemblance of Z-R relationships for rain and sleet may partly result from possible errors of both precipitation types classification, as there is no strict definition of sleet in terms of mixing ratio. The Z-R relationships for snow and hail clearly diverge from rain-type relationships. In the case of snow precipitation, both a and b parameters in the Z-R formula are smaller than for rain. In contrast, for hail precipitation these parameters are higher than for rain. Bearing this in mind, the introduction of snow-and hail-specific Z-R relationships to radar data processing in Poland could improve the quality of radar precipitation estimates. The development of precipitation-type specific Z-R relationships in Poland should be continued in the future based on longer datasets, allowing for more detailed precipitation-type separation. Additional studies are necessary for the quantitative assessment of precipitation-type dependent Z-R use impact on of radar derived hydrology products.
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